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Abstract .The Author Identification task for PAN 2016 consisted of three dif-
ferent Sub-tasks: authorship clustering, authorship links and author diarization. 
We developed a machine learning approaches for two of three of these tasks. 
For the two authorship related tasks we created various sets of feature spaces. 
The challenge was to combine these feature spaces to enable the machine learn-
ing algorithms to detect these difference authors across multiple feature spaces. 
In the case of authorship clustering we combine these feature spaces and use a 
two-step approach for clustering. Then we use results of the clustering, and em-
ploy new feature space to determine links between documents in given prob-
lems. 
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1 Introduction 

 
In the following we provide a detailed description of our approaches to 

solve the two subtasks of the Author Identification track of PAN 2016. The 
problem instance is a tuple <K; U; L> where K is a set of documents <k1, k2, 
k3,…, kn> authored by the different authors, U is the genre of the document 
and L is the enumerated value specifying the language of the documents: Eng-
lish, Dutch or Greek. All documents in a problem instance are in the same 
language and same genre. This lab report is structured as follows: In section 2 
we propose a number of different features that characterize documents from 
widely different points of view: character, word, part-of speech, sentence 
length, punctuation. We construct non-overlapping groups of homogeneous 
feature. In section 3 we present the two-step unsupervised method for author-
ship clustering task by employing a graph based approach and the standard k-
means++ algorithm. Then we employ new feature space to determine links 
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between documents. Finally, in section 4 we describe our results on the train-
ing corpus and the final evaluation corpus of PAN-2016.  

2 Preprocessing 

We extract a number of different features from each document. For ease of 
presentation, we group homogeneous features together, as described below. 

2.1 Features 

Word ngrams (WG): We convert all characters to lowercase and then we 
transform the document to a sequence of words. We consider white spaces, 
punctuation characters and digits as word separators. We count all word 
ngrams, with n ≤ 3, and we obtain a feature for each different word ngram 
which occurs in the training set documents of a given language [1]. It should 
be mentioned that, we use word unigrams and 2-gram in clustering task and 
preprocesses related to it and word 3-gram only used in link computation 
phase. 

In order to normalize these set of features we use term frequency-inverse 
document frequency (tf-idf) for each set of documents (each problem)[2]. 
POS (part-of-speech) tag ngrams (PG): We apply a part of speech (POS) 
tagger on each document, which assigns words with similar syntactic proper-
ties to the same POS tag. We count all POS ngrams, with n≤ 2, and we obtain 
a feature for each different POS ngram which occurs in the training set docu-
ments of a given language [2]. 
Sentence lengths (SL): We transform the document to a sequence of tokens, 
a token being a sequence of characters separated by one or more blank spaces. 
Next, we transform the sequence of tokens to a sequence of sentences, a sen-
tence being a sequence of tokens separated by any of the following characters: 
., ;, :, !, ?. We count the number of sentences whose length in tokens is n, with 
n  {1,..,15}: we obtain a feature for each value of n [2]. 
Punctuation ngrams (MG): We transform the document by removing all 
characters not included in the following set: {,, ., ;, :, !, ?, "}—the resulting 
document thus consists of a (possibly empty) sequence of characters in that 
set. We then count all character ngrams of the resulting document, with n≥2, 
and we obtain a feature for each different punctuation ngrams which occurs in 
the training set documents of a given language [2]. 

In order to preprocess documents we use python NLTK 3.0 package [3].  
After creating the feature space we simply separate word 2grams for author-
ship link task and use the rest of features for clustering. We assume that word 
2grams consist of very specific relation which can effect better inside of each 
cluster for determining the level of similarity between documents. 



 

2.2 Data normalization 

After feature extraction, we normalize value of each feature using min-max 
normalization in order to remove the impact of different scale spaces: 

 old
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X Max
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  (1) 

 
Where oldX is the old value of X and Max is the maximum value of feature X 
and Min is the Minimum value for feature X. 

3 Two-step unsupervised method 

 
In order to solve the task, we use two step method. 

3.1 Step 1: Determining the number of authors 

 Considering the fact that number of authors is unknown first we have to 
determine the number of authors for each problem, namely, we have to 
determine number of clusters for clustering algorithm. The number of clusters 
should be set by the developer based on specifications of problem. Assigning 
a proper number is a challenging task. A document similarity graph (DSG) 
algorithm has been used. DSG is an undirected graph showing similarity rela-
tions between documents based on their contents [4]. The nodes of this graph 
are documents and the edges between documents are defined by the similari-
ties and dissimilarities between them using (2): 
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Where xk and yk are features of Xi and Yj documents respectively and δ is 
the threshold which define the existence of the similarity between two docu-
ments. In this paper, the δ parameter is set to 0.5. Also Z is the cosine simi-
larity between two documents [5]. 

The number of clusters has been determined using the number of sub 
graphs resulted with DSG. To find the number we just count the nodes with 



value more than 65 percent of number of all document for example if we have 
100 documents in problem folder, we count nodes which have more than 65 
incoming edges. 

3.2 Step 2: clustering and computing links 

 
After calculating the number of clusters, we use k-means++ [6] scikit-learn 

python package in order to perform clustering task. 
When clustering completed, we collect the result and employ simple simi-

larity task in each of clusters. We compute similarity based word 3grams fea-
tures and cosine similarity (2). 
 

4 Results 

In order to evaluate our work, we use training corpus and the final evalua-
tion corpus of PAN-2016. These datasets consist of set of problems, each 
problem comes with different number of documents in specific language 
(English, Dutch and Greek) and two different genres (newspaper articles and 
reviews). The clustering output will be evaluated according to BCubed F-
score [7] and the ranking of authorship links will be evaluated according 
to Mean Average Precision (MAP) [8]. In order to evaluate our work, first the 
software has been executed on TIRA platform [9]. 

 
Table 1 shows the result of train dataset. It is obvious that our method have 

high Bcubed recall hence we can say the method cluster same items almost 
great in each cluster but by investigating our method’s Bcubed precision, we 
can clearly say that the number of cluster or even the way we measure similar-
ity does not tune well. 
 
 Table 1. Results of test dataset  

problem language Genre F-
Bcubed 

R-
Bcubed: 

P-
Bcubed 

Average 
Precision 

problem01 English Articles 0.71947 0.71333 0.72571 0.00083612 

problem02 English Articles 0.58281 0.50444 0.69 0.00022599 

problem03 English Articles 0.58665 0.87333 0.44167 0.00052301 

problem04 English Reviews 0.76012 0.69583 0.8375 0.0015432 

problem05 English Reviews 0.2648 0.97083 0.15331 0.0028001 

problem06 English Reviews 0.24887 0.89667 0.14449 0.017832 

problem07 Dutch Articles 0.45478 0.96491 0.2975 0.0084819 



problem08 Dutch Articles 0.68125 0.59223 0.80175 0.030246 

problem09 Dutch Articles 0.42888 0.8538 0.28636 0.016233 

problem10 Dutch Reviews 0.36209 0.61333 0.25687 0.0063669 

problem11 Dutch Reviews 0.33539 0.71167 0.21939 0.001594 

problem12 Dutch Reviews 0.33242 0.92 0.20286 0.0008547 

problem13 Greek Articles 0.1365 0.89697 0.073869 0.023333 

problem14 Greek Articles 0.53793 0.77939 0.4107 0.0095962 

problem15 Greek Articles 0.56034 0.93939 0.39924 0.007211 

problem16 Greek Reviews 0.56877 1 0.3974 0.013893 

problem17 Greek Reviews 0.5674 0.74697 0.45743 0.045313 

problem18 Greek Reviews 0.57607 0.90303 0.42294 0.028917 
 

Like Table 1, Table 2, results of test dataset, also illustrates, high level of 
Bcubed recall in most of problem sets, in contrast with Bcubed precision 
which is not high. But it is obvious that results from test dataset are better than 
train data. It shows ability of system to generalize new problems. But the ma-
jor defect of system with lower Bcubed precision than recall one still exists.  

Notice that you can find complete evaluation on overview [10].  
 

Table 2. Results of test dataset 

problem language Genre F-
Bcubed 

R-
Bcubed: 

P-
Bcubed 

Average 
Precision 

problem01 English Articles 0.4492 0.77619 0.31605 0.0045282 

problem02 English Articles 0.51302 0.6165 0.43929 0.018634 

problem03 English Articles 0.45086 0.9381 0.29674 0.0022228 

problem04 English Reviews 0.46821 0.80833 0.32955 0.0033492 

problem05 English Reviews 0.54696 0.92083 0.38902 0.00076857 

problem06 English Reviews 0.4896 0.64458 0.3947 0.0046202 

problem07 Dutch Articles 0.06261 1 0.032318 0.017739 

problem08 Dutch Articles 0.33159 0.95906 0.2004 0.0053791 

problem09 Dutch Articles 0.15954 0.94987 0.087 0.032996 

problem10 Dutch Reviews 0.33115 0.89667 0.20308 0.00097662 

problem11 Dutch Reviews 0.31324 0.56167 0.21718 0.0022789 

problem12 Dutch Reviews 0.3371 0.73167 0.219 0.00074413 

problem13 Greek Articles 0.43173 0.76429 0.3008 0.02234 

problem14 Greek Articles 0.46847 0.7119 0.34909 0.015947 



problem15 Greek Articles 0.43579 0.9 0.2875 0.00087489 

problem16 Greek Reviews 0.48623 0.83571 0.34286 0.007296 

problem17 Greek Reviews 0.46259 0.98095 0.30266 0.003199 

problem18 Greek Reviews 0.47588 0.79524 0.33953 0.0095474 
 

5 Conclusion and future works 

In this research we propose a two-step unsupervised method in order to per-
form author clustering. In our approach we combine different feature spaces 
and use them to cluster documents based on their authors. Then, we rank doc-
uments based on their cosine similarity using new set of feature which are 
different from the set we use for clustering. 

Results illustrates that our work have a good Bcubed recall. But major 
problem of our method was its Bcubed precision. The problem may come 
from cluster number selection or the feature space. Hence as a future work, 
we suggest researchers work on a way of better cluster parameter selection. 
Also, it would be suggested that the task tested on more complex clustering 
method without the need on parameter selection like self-organized map 
(SOM) and so on.  
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